
AML Connect: Data sources
Leverage over 100 years of data expertise and  
data management for your anti-money laundering 
(AML) and know your customer (KYC) compliance

Equifax can  
support screening  
of custom lists 
including hotlists,  
safe list’s and  
FinCEN 314a

AML Connect sources data through multiple channels for greater coverage.  
This helps you to reduce compliance costs, while increasing overall productivity. 
Data sources include:
 • Equifax direct: Custom risk database is developed by daily research to refine 

relevant information from partners and publicly available data. The result: faster, 
more relevant alerts.

 • Equifax partners: Working with leading providers of KYC and AML data to source 
information from negative news to PEPs and Sanctions data with the strongest 
possible coverage.

 • Custom lists: Equifax can support screening of custom lists including hotlists,  
safe list’s and FinCEN 314a. This includes ongoing monitoring of these lists.
customer experience.

Customer high-risk
Allows for a non-standardized, Customer-specific 
list of individuals or entities to be included in the 
alerts. These can be defined for any custom reason 
to support their risk-based KYC/AML/CFT regimes.

Global negative news 
Our global negative news (a.k.a. “Adverse”) media 
coverage consists of access to over 30,000 world-
wide publications updated daily in partnership with 
multiple premium partners.

OFAC Alert 
US Treasury, List of Specifically Designated Nationals 
(SDNs) and other non-SDN sanctioned persons.

AML Connect data components

Equifax and AML Connect utilizes the industries best data sources to provide a comprehensive view of the consumer, including:

Enforcements and denied parties
Data collected from multiple domestic sources 
to capture excluded individuals, entities –  
US government denied parties.

Global sanctions
Comprehensive and current sanctions database 
containing more than 50,000 individual names and 
600,000 name variants.

Politically Exposed Persons
Each politically exposed person is classified into 24 
PEP classes to allow Customers the flexibility to tailor 
the alerts to only those that are relevant in their KYC 
risk regimes. Contains over 1 million names.

High Risk Registration 
Includes high risk contacts from marijuana  
related businesses and persons, as well as money 
service businesses.

Data leaks
Offshore data leaks sourced from ICIJ (Panama 
Papers, Paradise Papers, Bahama leads, and 
Offshore leaks).

FinCEN 314(a)
Customer-provided 
FinCEN 314(a) lists

AML 
ConnectTM
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AML Connect
AML Connect is a complete managed service and cloud hosted AML and KYC 
solution from FICO and Equifax which can be integrated via standard interfaces and 
can scale to meet any size customer.

AML Connect offers capabilities to provide know-your-customer (KYC) and 
transaction screening and monitoring services. This strategic partnership between 
two market leading companies will help customers solve challenges across the 
compliance and regulatory lifecycle for smoother onboarding and an improved 
customer experience.
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AML Connect differentiators

End-to-end AML solution
Strong differentiated data assets combined with market leading technology offering KYC screening 
and monitoring as well as payment transaction monitoring capabilities.

Secure, scalable, cloud hosted solution
Easy integration via standard interfaces. Offers a variety of integration method – API’s / Batch as well 
as integration through other Equifax platforms such as InterConnect.

Reduced false positives
Advanced matching logic, as well as, optional level one false positive review by human analyst based 
on customer’s configurable compliance rules.

Configurable solution
Flexible and configurable solution offering multi-tenant setup with options to configure data sources, 
business rules, workflows, matching rules, alert and case management and more.

Portfolio monitoring
Portfolio lookback against any new names to eliminate the need to re-screen and proactively  
generate alerts.

AML Connect is a 
complete managed 
service and cloud 
hosted AML and  
KYC solution from 
FICO and Equifax
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